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It is shown that every solution of the nonhomogeneous functional differential
equation
d
x t y px t y t q Q t G x t y s s f t , .  .  .  .  . .  .
dt
w .  ..  .  .where f , Q g C T , ` , 0, ` , s , t g 0, ` , 0 F p - 1, G: R ª R such that xG x
) 0 for x / 0, G is nondecreasing, Lipschitzian, and satisfy a sublinear condition
dx `"k
- ` and f s ds - `, .H HG x .0
is either oscillatory or tends to zero asymptotically if and only if
`
Q s ds s `. .H
T
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider the nonhomogeneous neutral delay differen-
tial equation
d
x t y px t y t q Q t G x t y s s f t , 1.1 .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
dt
with the assumptions that
¡f , Q g C T , ` , 0, ` , s , t g 0, ` , G: R ª R such.  .  . .
that xG x ) 0 for x / 0, G is nondecreasing, .
Lipschitzian, and satisfy~ H .
dxK
- `H G x .0¢for every K ) 0,
 .and prove that if 0 F p - 1, every solution of 1.1 is either oscillatory or
tends to zero asymptotically if and only if
`
Q s ds s `. .H
 4  . wSet r s max t , s . By a solution of 1.1 with initial function f g C T
x . w . .  .y r, T , R , we mean a function x g C T y r, ` , R such that x t s
 .   .  .. 1.w . .  .f t for T y r F t F T , x t y px t y t g C T , ` , R , and x t sat-
 .isfies 1.1 .
 . w .A solution of 1.1 is said to be continuable if it exists in a half-line T , `
 .  .for some T G 0. Such a continuable solution x t of 1.1 is called oscilla-
 .  .tory if x t has zeros for arbitrarily large t. Otherwise, x t is called
nonoscillatory.
 .Equation 1.1 is said to be generalised-sublinear if G satisfies
dx"K
- `H G x .0
 . afor every positive real K, which includes the case G x s x , 0 - a - 1.
 .Similarly, Eq. 1.1 is said to be generalised-superlinear in case
dx"`
- `H G x ."K
 . afor every positive real K, which includes the case G x s x , a ) 1.
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There is absolutely no result dealing with a necessary and sufficient
 .condition for oscillationrnonoscillation of Eq. 1.1 , except a few with
 .f t ' 0, which deals with such conditions where the coefficient functions
 w x.are real constants see 7, 8 and the oscillatory behaviour of such
equations are mainly characterised by the existence of no real roots of an
associated characteristic equation which itself leads to a research problem.
w x  .In 4 the author considered Eq. 1.1 and obtained a necessary and
sufficient condition for oscillation of all solutions in which the coefficients
 .of the equation are assumed to be the periodic functions and f t ' 0. In
w x2, 3 equations of the type
x9 t q Q t x a t y s s 0 .  .  .
and
x n. t q Q t G x t y s s 0 .  .  . .
were considered and necessary and sufficient conditions, in terms of
coefficients, were obtained for all solutions of the prescribed equations
which were oscillatory. But the simple example
x9 t q x a t y s s eya  tys . y eyt , .  .  .
 . ytwhich admits a nonoscillatory solution x t s e in which the associated
 w x.homogeneous equation has only oscillatory solutions for s ) 1re see 2 ,
motivated us to study oscillation along with asymptotic behavior of solu-
 .tions of Eq. 1.1 . We obtained the following result.
2. MAIN RESULTS
w .  ..THEOREM 1. Suppose that Q g C 0, ` , 0, ` , G: R ª R such that
 .xG x ) 0, x / 0, G is nondecreasing, and satisfy
dx"K
- ` for every K ) 0. 2.1 .H G x .0
 .If 0 F p - 1, s , t g 0, ` , and
`
f x dx - `, 2.2 .  .H
0
then a necessary and sufficient condition for a solution of
x t y px t y t 9 q Q t G x t y s s f t 2.3 .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
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which is either oscillatory or tends to zero asymptotically is that
`
Q s ds s `. 2.4 .  .H
0
 .  .  .  .Proof. Suppose that 2.4 holds. Let x t be a solution of 2.3 . If x t is
 .oscillatory, there is nothing to prove. Assume that x t is nonoscillatory,
 .  .that is, x t ) 0 or x t - 0 for t G t for some t G 0. We shall show that0 0
 .x t ª 0 as t ª `.
 .  .  .If x t - 0 for t G t , from 2.3 it follows that z9 t ) 0 for t G t q s0 0
 .  .  .  .  .where z t s x t y px t y t . Consequently z t ) 0 or z t - 0 for t G
t G t . If the former holds then obviously1 0
x t ) px t y t , t G t . 2.5 .  .  .1
Setting
yb s max x t , t F t F t q t , . 1 1
we see that for every e ) 0, there exists an integer N ) 0 such that
b pn - e , n G N.
Set T s t q Nt . Now t G T implies that1
x t ) px t y t ) p2 x t y 2t ) ??? ) p N x t y Nt ) ye . .  .  .  .
 .  .Hence by definition x t ª 0 as t ª `. If the latter holds, that is, z t - 0
 .  .  .for t G t then z9 t ) 0 and consequently the inequality z t ) z t y s1
 .  .  .s x t y s y px t y t y s ) x t y s , and G is nondecreasing implies
that
z9 t q Q t G z t G z9 t q Q t G x t y s s f t G 0. .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
  ..   ..Dividing the above inequality by G z t and using the fact that G z t -
0 we obtain
z9 t .
q Q t F 0. .
G z t . .
 .  .Integrating the above inequality from T to t and using 2.1 and 2.4 on
the resulting inequality we reach a contradiction.
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 .  .Next, suppose that x t ) 0, t G t . We shall show that x t ª 0 as0
t ª `. Set
t
Y t s x t y px t y t y f s ds. .  .  .  .H
0
 .  .In view of 2.3 , we verify that Y t satisfies
Y 9 t q Q t G x t y s s 0. 2.6 .  .  .  . .
 .  .  .Hence Y 9 t - 0 eventually. Consequently Y t ) 0 or Y t - 0 for large
t, say for t G t .1
 .  .  .If Y t ) 0, then Y 9 t - 0 concludes that Y t is bounded. Integrating
 .  .  .2.6 from T to t T G t and using the boundedness of Y t we obtain1
`
Q t G x t y s dt - `. 2.7 .  .  . .H
T
 .Again Y t y s ) 0, t G t q s implies that1
tys
x t y s G f s ds, t G t q s .  .H 1
0
and consequently,
tys
G x t y s G G f s ds , .  . . H /0
which further implies that
`
Q t G x t y s dt s `. .  . .H
T
 .This is a contradiction to 2.7 .
 .On the other hand, if Y t - 0, t G t then1
t
x t - px t y t q f s ds .  .  .H
0
`
- px t y t q f s ds .  .H
0
s px t y t q M , 2.8 .  .
where
`
M s f s ds. .H
0
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 .Replacing t by t y t , t y 2t , . . . , t y nt successively in 2.8 then using
the resulting inequalities we obtain
x t - px t y t q M .  .
- p px t y 2t q M q M s p2 x t y 2t q pM q M .  . .
2- p px t y 3t q M q PM q M .
s p3 x t y 3t q p2M q PM q M .
???
- pn x t y nt q pny1M q pny2M q ??? qPM q M , .
that is,
ny1
n ix t - p x t y nt q M p . .  .  /
is0
` i  .The convergence of the geometric series  p leads to the fact that x tis0
 .is bounded. We may see that lim inf x t s 0. Because, otherwiset ª`
 . lim inf x t s d ) 0 implies the existence of a T G t such that x t yt ª` 0 1
.  .s ) dr2 for t G T . Integrating 2.6 from T to t, we obtain0 0
t t
Y 9 s ds q Q s G x s y s ds s 0, .  .  . .H H
T T0 0
 .  .which further implies Y t ª y` as t ª `. Consequently, x t is un-
 .bounded. This is a contradiction. Hence lim inf x t s 0.t ª`
Let
lim sup x t s m G 0. .
tª`
If m ) 0 we shall reach the following contradiction. By definition, there
 :`  .exists a divergent sequence of reals t such that x t ª m as n ª `.ns1n n
 .  Since x t is bounded, the bounded sequence of real numbers x t yn
.:`   .:t admits a convergent subsequence, say x t y t which con-ny1 nkw x  .  .  .verges to m for some m g 0, m . Now setting z t s x t y px t y t we1 1
see that
lim z t s lim x t y px t y t .  .  . .n n nk k kkª` kª`
s lim x t y p lim x t y t .  .n nk kkª` kª`
s m y pm G m 1 y p ) 0. 2.9 .  .1
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 .  .This shows that lim sup z t ) m 1 y p ) 0. For our convenience taket ª`
lim sup z t s a . .
tª`
 .Again lim inf x t s 0 implies, by definition, that there exists a diver-t ª`
 X :`  X .gent sequence t of reals such that s t ª 0 as n ª `. Conse-ns1n n
  X .:quently, the bounded sequence of real numbers x t y t admits an
  X .:`convergent subsequence x t y t which converges to some realks1nk
number l where 0 F l F m. Hence
lim z tX s lim x tX y px tX y t . .  .  . .n n nk k kkª` kª`
s ypl F 0.
 .This shows that lim inf z t F 0. Let us suppose thatt ª`
lim inf z t s b , .
tª`
where b is some nonpositive real number. Again from the definition of
 :`limit supremum, there exist two divergent sequences of reals s andns1n
 :`  X .  .s9 such that z s ª a and z s ª b as n ª `. Without any lossns1 n n
of generality, assume that s - sX for every index n. Take N large enoughn n
such that
a y b
Xz s y z s G , n G N. 2.10 .  .  .n n 2
 .  .  .Since x t is bounded implies that z t is bounded, integrating 2.3 from
 .T to t and using 2.2 we obtain0
`
Q s G x s y s ds - `. 2.11 .  .  . .H
T0
 .  .From 2.2 and 2.11 it follows that there exists T G T such that0
` a y b
Q s G x s y s ds - .  . .H 8T
and
` a y b
f s ds - . .H 8T
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X  . XLet s , s ) T for n G N G N. Integrating 2.3 from s to s for n G Nn n 0 n n 0
we see that
a y b
XF z s y z s .  .n n2
X Xs sn n
F Q s G x s y s ds q f s ds .  .  . .H H
s sn n
a y b a y b a y b
F q s ,
8 8 4
which is a contradiction. This concludes that
lim sup x t s 0. .
tª`
 .Here x t ª 0 as t ª `. This completes the proof.
Necessary Part. To the contrary, suppose that
`
Q s ds - `. .H
0
Choose T large enough so that
` `1 y p 1 y p .  .
f s ds - and K Q s ds - , .  .H H10 5T T
w . xwhere K is the Lipschitz constant of G in 1 y p r10, 1 .
w .Let C T , ` denote the Banach space of all functions f gb
w .  .. w .C T , ` , y`, ` associated with the sup-norm on T , ` . Consider the
operator R: S ª S defined by
` `1 y p
R y t s py t y t q q Q s G y s y s ds y f s ds, .  .  .  .  . .  .H H5 t t
t G T ,
w .where S is the set of all functions g g C T , ` such thatb
1 y p
F g t F 1. .
10
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For any g g S, it is easy to see that
1 y p 1 y p
R g t F p q q s 1 . .
5 5
and
1 y p 1 y p 1 y p 1 y p .
R g t G p q y ) . . .
10 5 10 10
  ..This shows that R g t g S and hence R maps S to S. Now for any g,
h g S we have
5 5R y R s sup R g t y R h t .  . .  .g h
tGT
F p sup g t y t y h t y t .  .
tGT
`
q sup Q s G g s y s y G h s y s ds .  .  . .  .H
ttGT
F p sup g t y h t .  .
tGT
`
q K sup g t y h t Q s ds .  .  . .H
ttGT
`
5 5 5 5F p g y h q K Q s ds g y h .H /t
1 y p
5 5s p q g y h . /5
This further shows that R is a concentration mapping and hence admits a
 .fixed point say w t in S, that is,
` `1 y p
w t s pw t y t q q Q s G w s y s ds y f s ds .  .  .  .  . .H H5 t t
which is equivalent to
w t y pw t y t 9 q Q t G w t y s s f t . .  .  .  .  . .  .
 . .Hence w is the required solution with the property that 1r10 1 y p F
 .w t F 1 which is neither oscillatory nor tends to zero asymptotically. This
completes the proof of the theorem.
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3. EXAMPLES AND COUNTEREXAMPLES
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the differential equation
1 1r3 yt t 1r3.syt .x t y x t y t 9 q x t y s s e 1 y e r2 q e , .  .  .  . .2
 t .where 1 y e r2 ) 0. This equation satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1.
 . ytClearly, x t s e is a solution of this equation.
It is impossible to extend Theorem 1 for p G 1. The following example
justifies our claim.
 .EXAMPLE 2. Let t , s g 0, ` . Consider the equation
x t y px t y t 9 q es ey2 t q peyt y 1 x t y s s esyt , .  .  . .  .
t  . twhere p G e . This equation admits a solution x t s e which is neither
oscillatory nor tends to zero asymptotically.
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